How do you make a Disney Fastpass?
There are three ways to get a fastpass at Disney World.
1. You can create and log on to your My Disney Experience Account on the Disney World website
(www.DisneyWorld.com) and select your fastpasses from there.
2. You can download the My Disney Experience app on your mobile phone, create and log into your
account, and book them from your phone (a great tool for Disney fastpass strategy)
3. There are fastpass kiosks in the park where you can physically tap your card or magic band and
select your fastpasses (these usually have lines, and you have to book same day faspasses, a
disadvantage in strategy but still an option).

When can you make a Disney World Fastpass?
The age-old question of ‘when can I book fastpasses?”. If you are staying on property at a Walt Disney
World Resort or Hotel, fastpasses are available 60 days from the day you will be at the park. If you are
staying off-site, or are an Annual Passholder, fastpasses are available to book 30 days from the day you
will be at the park.
You can book seven days worth of fastpasses, or 21/person before you need to use them to replace
them (21 is the maximum each person is allowed to hold). Fastpasses can be made on the app or
online at 7:00am ET, 60-30 days before your intended trip. This does mean that you must log on
everyday 60-30 days before your trip, and book days individually. Putting in work in advance can make
for a better chance at getting rides on the premium Disney fast pass tiers.

What are Disney World fast pass tiers?
Disney fast pass tiers were created to prevent guests from only choosing to fastpass the bigger more
popular rides. Spreading out fastpass choices means that guests will get the chance to enjoy a variety
of experiences throughout the park from thrilling rides to learning experiences. This also opens up
more fastpasses on the bigger rides so a greater number of different people can experience them.
The tier system is used at Hollywood Studios, Epcot and Animal Kingdom. The Magic Kingdom fast
pass strategy does not use the tier system. Please see attractions below next to the number which
represents the Tier Level associated with that attraction.
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Magic Kingdom
All Rides at Magic Kingdom are Equal with No Tier Levels
Seven Dwarf Mine Train (38”)
Peter Pan’s Flight
The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh
Space Mountain (44”)
Splash Mountain (40”)
Big Thunder Mountain Railroad (40”)
Tomorrowland Speedway (32”)
Buzz Lightyear’s Space Ranger Spin
Mad Tea Party
The Barn Stormer (35”)
The Magic Carpets of Aladdin
Dumbo the Flying Elephant
Pirates of the Caribbean
Under the Sea – Journey of the Little Mermaid
It’s a Small World
Mickey’s PhilharMagic
Monster’s In Laugh Floor
Astro Orbiter
Ariel at Her Grotto
The Haunted Mansion
Jungle Cruise
People Mover
Character Meet & Greets with Fast Pass at MAGIC KINGDOM
Enchanted Tales with Belle
Elena & Cinderella at Princess Fairytale Hall
Tiana & Rapunzel at Princess Fairytale Hall
Ariel at Her Grotto
Tinker Bell at Town Square Theater
Mickey Mouse & Minnie Mouse at Town Square Theater
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Animal Kingdom
1 Flight of Passage (44”)
1 Navi River Journey Ride
2 Expedition Everest (44”)
2 Kali River Rapids (38”)
2 Dinosaur (40”)
2 Festival of the Lion King
2 Finding Nemo – The Musical
2 Kilimanjaro Safaris
2 It’s Tough to be a Bug
2 Primeval Whirl (48”)
2 Up! A Great Bird Adventure
2 Rivers of Light

Hollywood Studios
1 Slinky Dog Dash (38”)
1 Toy Story Mania
1 Alien Saucer Swirl (32”)
1 Twilight Zone Tower of Terror (40”)
1 Rockin’ Rollercoaster (48”) (Also has single rider line)
2 Star Tours (40”)
2 Muppet Vision 3D
2 Fantasmic Night Time Spectacular
2 Beauty & the Beast – Live on Stage
2 Indiana Jones Epic Stunt Spectacular
2 Voyage of the Little Mermaid
2 For the First Time in Forever: A Frozen Sing-Along Celebration
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Epcot
1 Frozen Ever After
1 Soarin’ Around the World (40”)
1 Test Track (40”)
1 Epcot Forever
2 Spaceship Earth
2 Turtle Talk with Crush
2 Living with the Land
2 Journey into Imagination with Figment
2 Disney & Pixar Short Film Festival
2 Mission Space (44”)
2 The Seas with Nemo & Friends

What is a magic band and why do you need them?
A magic band is a special bracelet invented for Disney World which uses RFID technology to connect
data to guests via the MyMagic+ experience. These bracelets are where information such as
fastpasses, restaurant reservations, park tickets, room keys, Photopass and payments are stored.
While you can load your fastpasses to your hard ticket, Magic bands are simply more convenient
because everything you need to survive a day in the park will be in one place…on your wrist.
If you are staying on property at a Walt Disney World Resort then magic bands are complimentary. If
you are staying off-site, you can purchase them almost anywhere on Disney property for $12.99 to $25.
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Can you only get 3
fast passes per day?
Fast passes are actually unlimited, especially if you use these Disney fastpass secrets. After using your first
three fast passes, which were booked in advanced, you can book one additional fastpass at a time until the end
of the day. This means that you need to use the 4th fastpass before booking the 5th and so on.
The three advanced fastpasses can only be booked at one park, meaning you cannot fastpass two rides in
Magic Kingdom and one in Epcot. All rides must be fastpassed in the same park. After you have used your initial
fast passes, and if you have a park hopper pass, you can book your additional fastpasses at another park.
Now that you are updated on what and how the fastpass plus system works at Walt Disney World, you can
start implementing specialized strategies to enjoy the rides and experiences that you desire most. Below are
some Disney fastpass secrets and strategies to help guide you through your ‘my Disney experience’.

The Strategy: Disney Fastpass Secrets

1. Download the My Disney Experience app
The My Disney Experience app is free to download to your phone and if you are looking to apply a
fast pass strategy to your day, you will need it. The app allows guests to create fastpass reservations
at their finger tips. Things like restaurant reservations to get into popular locations can also be made
on the app.
The My Disney Experience app also provides updated wait times throughout the day for all rides and
experiences, including character meet ’n’ greets. Monitoring wait times will help tell you which rides
you actually need to fastpass, and which you do not.
Example: there would be no need to fastpass Monsters Inc Laugh Floor if you knew the wait time was
only 10 minutes, the fastpass would be better used on Space Mountain at 60 minutes.
Having the app also allows guests to modify existing fastpasses, to create new fastpasses, and to use
techniques you will learn about later such as the ‘tap and grab’. The app is free and allows you to
make changes from anywhere. If you don’t have it yet, get it.
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2. Know the best times to ride without a
fast pass
There are certain points throughout the day in which fastpasses are not totally necessary. The crowds
will ebb and flow. In the morning time, the parks are less busy, meaning you should be able to get on
quite a few rides via stand-by. As I mentioned above, why would you use a fastpass on a ride with a 10
minute wait? At night time, during and after fireworks, lines also tend to slow down as the majority of
the park guests make their way to a viewing point for fireworks (which btw are in the sky if you know
what I mean). So let me give you a few pointers by park.

Epcot Fastpass low times:
-Frozen Ever After, Soarin, and Test Track have short lines before 10:00am
-Mission Space is busy in the morning, and at lunch hour, but during off hours the line is minimal (this
is the first ride you will see when entering the park, so guests tend to head there first by default)
-Mission to Mars genuinely has a short line all day because this ride makes many people sick

Animal Kingdom Fastpass low times:
-Expedition Everest, Kali River Rapids and Dinosaur have almost no wait in the morning as everyone
else is at Pandora
-Kilimanjaro Safaris wait between 9:00am and 10:00am can be between 15 to 20 minutes, not a bad
wait for this popular of a ride
-Pandora lines move fast during/after rivers of light, this is one of the ways to get on Flights of
Passage without a Fastpass.
-Primeval Whirl is only really busy in the afternoon
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Hollywood Studios Fastpass low times:
-If you want to ride Toy Story Mania, you must be there at rope drop (We will discuss this later)
-Slinky Dog Dash and Alien Sauce Swirl are only slow during the fireworks
-Tower of Terror and Rockin’ Rollercoaster are walk ons in the early morning, and also at night during
Fantasmic.
-Star Tours is strange, the wait time fluctuates frequently and sporadically throughout the day.

Magic Kingdom Fastpass low times:
-The big 4, Space Mountain, Thunder Mountain, Splash Mountain and Mine Train all have reasonable
lines until about 9:30am, you can probably get on only one before it gets busy
-Jungle Cruise and the Haunted Mansion are without lines for the first one to two hours
- Peter Pans Flight has never not been busy, rope dropping is the only way to ride without a fastpass
or a long wait
-later in the day rides like Pirates of the Caribbean, Its a Small World, Buzz Lightyear Space Ranger
Spin, and the kiddie rides tend to open up for shorter lines.

3. Know the Best Times to use a Fastpass
With regards to what you’ve just read, you need to know the best times NOT to use a fastpass, as well
as the best times TO use a fastpass. A good base-line is to be using fastpass between 10:00am and
4:00pm. While you can get on almost every ride before 10:00pm or at rope drop, the fact is, there is
not enough time to do them all in two hours. You also don’t want to be sitting around until 4:00pm
waiting for lines to get shorter. Use your free fastpasses to keep you busy during the day. Most second
tier rides are easy to get in the afternoon between your fastpasses.
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4. Book your fastpasses in the late
morning. Use optimal timing to get more
fastpasses
This is definitely one of the best Disney fastpass secrets. When you are booking fastpasses, try to
book them in the late morning at 10:00am, 11:00am and 12:00pm. Why? Well, once you have
completed all of your fast passes, you will be eligible to book another! Finishing at noon means you
will have nine to eleven hours to add extra fastpasses on to your magic bands.
Example: If you book your first three fastpasses at 10:00am, 2:00am, and 7:00pm, you wouldn’t be
able to fastpass again until the 7:00pm one is used. This gives you only a few hours to use extra
fastpasses, which at that time of day, might be sold out (they are not unlimited). This takes us to our
next point.

This is definitely one of the best Disney fastpass secrets. When you are booking fastpasses, try to
book them in the late morning at 10:00am, 11:00am and 12:00pm. Why? Well, once you have
completed all of your fast passes, you will be eligible to book another! Finishing at noon means you
will have nine to eleven hours to add extra fastpasses on to your magic bands.
Example: If you book your first three fastpasses at 10:00am, 2:00am, and 7:00pm, you wouldn’t be
able to fastpass again until the 7:00pm one is used. This gives you only a few hours to use extra
fastpasses, which at that time of day, might be sold out (they are not unlimited).

5. Take Advantage of Rope Drop and Park
Close (Ultimate Disney Fastpass Secrets)
Rope drop is a massive part of Walt Disney World strategy. What is rope drop? Rope drop is the time
during the day that the park actually opens. If you want to maximize your time at the parks, it is
worth it to get there about 30 minutes before the park opens. They call this rope drop because cast
members will actually slowly walk the crowd in behind a rope. They do this to prevent injuries from
people being trampled on (actually).
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Showing up 30 minutes before and being one of the first people in the park means that you should be
able to walk on to every/any ride. At rope drop I usually average about 3 major experiences before
the crowds build.
Park close is another way to get on rides you were unable to fastpass. It is a Disney rule that if you get
in line for a ride while the park is open, you still get to ride. Hopping into the lines of major rides like
Seven Dwarve’s Mine Train or Flights of Passage, 5 minutes before the park closes, guarantees your
experience. As fastpass bookings close for the day, the standby line moves substantially faster.

6. Plan your Fastpass by Locations
I use this technique all the time. Disney parks are big places. If you were to be at Space Mountain with
your next fastpass at Big Thunder Mountain, well that’s a heck of a walk. One of the ways I keep my
Magic Kingdom itinerary together is by carefully selecting fastpasses in the same area of the park.
Example: If I have a fastpass at Space Mountain from 10:00am – 11:00am, I will try to make my next
fastpass at Buzz Lightyear (next door) from 11:05am – 12:05pm. In this case, I can enjoy other rides,
shopping, or shows or festivals until close to 11:00am. As I do have the full hour to get to my Space
Mountain fastpass, there is no need for me to be there at 10:00am. Riding Space Mountain close to
11:00am means that when I get out, my fastpass to Buzz Lightyear will be open, and I will be able to
hop on right away. This enables me to enjoy 2 experiences within 20 minutes of each other. Make
sense?

7. There is a buffer of 5 minute before and
15 minutes after fastpass times
If you are worried about missing your fastpass time, do not worry. Disney has a buffer on either side
of the fastpass hour. There is no need to do the superhero dash across the park to get to a fastpass on
time. It’s OK.
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8. Frequently Refresh the My Disney
Experience app

If you are looking for a specific fastpass that you have not gotten just yet, make sure that you keep
refreshing your my Disney Experience app (which you have downloaded after reading rule #1). With
roughly 32,000 people visiting per day, there are going to be some pre-booked fastpass cancellations.
Keep refreshing the app so that if a cancellation pops up, you can grab it before someone else does.
You might also come across a fastpass at a better time. The My Disney Experience app is one of the
best Disney fastpass tips.
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9. You can Modify your Fastpasses on the
My Disney Experience app
Say you have an existing fastpass, but it is not at an optimal time, that’s ok. You can ‘modify’ your
fastpass throughout the day. It is easy to check for better times. The My Disney Experience app seems
to give preference to the person who is modifying their fastpass over the person who is refreshing for
a new one (waiting for the right time). This is because Disney favours the guest whom they believe is
actually going to be at the park. By having an existing fastpass, Disney assumes you are committed to
being at the park. The app will show more times to a modifier over a booker. If you are simply
refreshing the app, not booking the ride because it hasn’t come up at your optimal time, the app
assumes you are not yet at the park. On the other hand, the app assumes a modifier is actually at the
park so it gives precedence to that request.
Example: If you want to ride Soarin around 3:00, and a fastpass hasn’t come up for then, but one has
come up for 8:00pm…book it. Then go into you My Disney Experience app and click ‘modify fastpass
selection’. You will not lose your 8:00pm fastpass while looking, but it will likely show more times. You
will be able to slowly move the fastpass from 8:00pm to 6:00pm and so on until you reach your
3:00pm desired time. If you choose to just keep refreshing the app, ignoring the 8:00pm offer, you
may never see that 3:00pm time.

10. Try using the ‘Tap ’n’ Grab’ technique
It is possible to hack the Disney system buy using the ‘Tap ’n’ Grab’ technique. Now this is one of the
top Disney World Fastpass Secrets. The ‘Tap ’n’ Grab’ involves opening up your My Disney Experience
app the minute you tap your first fast pass in the morning. Using this technique you can modify your
fastpass times to get through them quicker, allowing you to book more fast passes throughout the
day. Confusing I know, Let’s use an example.
Example: Say your three pre-booked fast passes are at 10:00am, 11:15am, and 12:35pm. This means
that you cannot book your fourth extra fastpass until after 12:35pm. Let’s speed up the process. As
soon as you tap your first fastpass of the day (10:00am), open up the app and immediately modify
your 12:35pm fastpass to a time as early as possible. You have freed up the time between 10:00am to
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11:15am because you are in line
for the ride already at 10:00am.
If you modify your 12:35pm
fastpass to a 10:10am fastpass, you will be able to get off the first ride and on to the second right
away.

You can keep doing this throughout the morning, potentially getting on all three rides in an hour and
a half maximum, instead of three hours. Use the ‘Tap ’n’ Grab’ throughout the day to speed up the
fastpass process and get your fourth, fifth and sixth fastpasses much more quickly.

11. Modify your Tap ’n’ Grab
As mentioned previously, Disney favours those who they assume are already at the park. Using the
above two techniques together, riders will have a better chance of getting a fastpass for a ride that is
not even showing up for any time slots. This is done by tapping to get into a current fastpass, opening
up the app and grabbing any ride available in your desired time slot. Afterwards you can attempt to
modify that fastpass to another ride. This technique will give you a better chance to see potential ride
openings that you wouldn’t see otherwise.

12. Booking overlapping Fastpass
Windows
If you are unable to book a fastpass for everyone in your party, try separating the party into smaller
groups, even if you are just two people. Sometimes booking for a large group at the same time can be
frustrating. Separate the group, search for similar times, and pick one that overlaps.
Example: Say you are a group of 4 people and you want to ride Expedition Everest around 1:00pm but
there are no fastpasses available. Search for a fastpass for two people around that time. If one comes
up from 12:30pm-1:30pm, book it. Now it’s time to work on your next two fastpasses. Search for
another time for two different people on Expedition Everest around 1:00pm. Say one comes up at
1:20pm-2:20pm, great, book it. Now both parties can ride together between 1:20pm-1:30pm. If you
paid attention earlier you would know that there is a 15 minute buffer at the end of the fastpass, and
5 minutes at the beginning. This makes your overlapping time actually between 1:15pm (5 minutes
before the second groups time) and 1:45pm (15 minutes after the first groups fastpass). That is a 30
minute over lap…I call this…Disney math.
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13. Book for one person and add more
throughout the day
This is similar to above, but I still want to mention that fastpasses can be booked individually. If you
are wanting to get on one of the Magic Kingdom fast pass rides, start by booking a fastpass for just
one member of your party, and add more people throughout the day. If a Mine Train comes up at
4:00pm for one, book it. Similar to above, search that time for each person in your party individually
until you have your entire party sharing an overlapping window between 4:00pm and 5:00pm for
Mine Train.

14. Pay to Purchase Fastpass Benefits***
This is not so much a secret, but it is a reality for those who can afford it. As of 2018, guests who are
staying at the Walt Disney Resort on ***club level can actually pay to have an optimized fastpassing
experience. For $50 a day those guests receive three additional fastpass selections per day. They can
reserve them in different parks, have 90 days in advanced to book them (so they will get which ever
fastpass they desire), have preferred viewing for one nighttime show per day (which rules out
firework viewing passes), and can select multiple disney world fastpass tier one rides. If you can
afford it and are staying on club level, why not?
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